
5507  Concordance Study

5507 2Pe 3:8 thousand

5507 2Pe 3:8 thousand

5507 Re 11:3 thousand

5507 Re 12:6 thousand

5507 Re 14:20 thousand

5507 Re 20:2 thousand

5507 Re 20:3 thousand

5507 Re 20:4 thousand

5507 Re 20:5 thousand

5507 Re 20:6 thousand

5507 Re 20:7 thousand

 

~~~~~~

 5507.  Strong's Dictionary Study

5507. chilioi {khil'-ee-oy}; plural of uncertain affinity; a
thousand: --thousand.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5507 -- thousand.

5506   Interlinear Index Study

5506  MAR 006 021 And when a convenient <2121 -eukairos -> day
<2250 -hemera -> was come <1096 -ginomai -> ,  that Herod <2264 -
Herodes -> on his birthday <1077 -genesia -> made <4160 -poieo -
> a supper <1173 -deipnon -> to his lords <3175 -megistanes -> ,
 high captains <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  and chief <4413 -
protos ->  [ estates ]  of Galilee <1056 -Galilaia -> ;

5506  JOH 018 012 Then <3767 -oun -> the band <4686 -speira ->
and the captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> and officers <5257 -
huperetes -> of the Jews <2453 -Ioudaios -> took <4815 -
sullambano -> Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> ,  and bound <1210 -deo ->
him ,

5506  ACT 021 031 And as they went <2212 -zeteo -> about <2212 -
zeteo -> to kill <0615 -apokteino -> him ,  tidings <5334 -
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phasis -> came <0305 -anabaino -> unto the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> of the band <4686
-speira -> ,  that all <3650 -holos -> Jerusalem <2419 -
Hierousalem -> was in an uproar <4797 -sugcheo -> .

5506  ACT 021 031 And as they went <2212 -zeteo -> about <2212 -
zeteo -> to kill <0615 -apokteino -> him ,  tidings <5334 -
phasis -> came <0305 -anabaino -> unto the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> of the band <4686 -
speira -> ,  that all <3650 -holos -> Jerusalem <2419 -
Hierousalem -> was in an uproar <4797 -sugcheo -> .

5506  ACT 021 032 Who <3739 -hos -> immediately <1824 -exautes -
> took <3880 -paralambano -> soldiers <4757 -stratiotes -> and
centurions <1543 -hekatontarches -> ,  and ran <2701 -katatrecho
-> down <2701 -katatrecho -> unto them :  and when they saw
<1492 -eido -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> and the soldiers <4757 -stratiotes -> ,  they
left <3973 -pauo -> beating <5180 -tupto -> of Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> .

5506  ACT 021 032 Who <3739 -hos -> immediately <1824 -exautes -
> took <3880 -paralambano -> soldiers <4757 -stratiotes -> and
centurions <1543 -hekatontarches -> ,  and ran <2701 -katatrecho
-> down <2701 -katatrecho -> unto them :  and when they saw
<1492 -eido -> the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -
chiliarchos -> and the soldiers <4757 -stratiotes -> ,  they
left <3973 -pauo -> beating <5180 -tupto -> of Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> .

5506  ACT 021 033 Then <5119 -tote -> the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> came <1448 -
eggizo -> near <1448 -eggizo -> ,  and took <1949 -epilambanomai
-> him ,  and commanded <2753 -keleuo ->  [ him ]  to be bound
<1210 -deo -> with two <1417 -duo -> chains <0254 -halusis -> ;  
and demanded <4441 -punthanomai -> who <5101 -tis -> he was ,  
and what <5101 -tis -> he had done <4160 -poieo -> .

5506  ACT 021 033 Then <5119 -tote -> the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> came <1448 -eggizo -
> near <1448 -eggizo -> ,  and took <1949 -epilambanomai -> him ,
  and commanded <2753 -keleuo ->  [ him ]  to be bound <1210 -
deo -> with two <1417 -duo -> chains <0254 -halusis -> ;  and
demanded <4441 -punthanomai -> who <5101 -tis -> he was ,  and
what <5101 -tis -> he had done <4160 -poieo -> .

5506  ACT 021 037 And as Paul <3972 -Paulos -> was to be led
<1521 -eisago -> into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -parembole -
> ,  he said <3004 -lego -> unto the chief <5506 -chiliarchos ->
captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  May <1832 -exesti -> I speak
<2036 -epo -> unto thee ?  Who <3588 -ho -> said <5346 -phemi ->
,  Canst <1097 -ginosko -> thou speak <1097 -ginosko -> Greek
<1676 -Hellenisti -> ?

5506  ACT 021 037 And as Paul <3972 -Paulos -> was to be led
<1521 -eisago -> into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -parembole -
> ,  he said <3004 -lego -> unto the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -
> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  May <1832 -exesti -> I speak
<2036 -epo -> unto thee ?  Who <3588 -ho -> said <5346 -phemi ->
,  Canst <1097 -ginosko -> thou speak <1097 -ginosko -> Greek
<1676 -Hellenisti -> ?

5506  ACT 022 024 The chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain
<{5506} -chiliarchos -> commanded <2753 -keleuo -> him to be
brought <0071 -ago -> into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -
parembole -> ,  and bade <2036 -epo -> that he should be
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examined <0426 -anetazo -> by scourging <3148 -mastix -> ;  that
he might know <1921 -epiginosko -> wherefore <3739 -hos -> they
cried <2019 -epiphoneo -> so <3779 -houto -> against <2019 -
epiphoneo -> him .

5506  ACT 022 024 The chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain
<5506 -chiliarchos -> commanded <2753 -keleuo -> him to be
brought <0071 -ago -> into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -
parembole -> ,  and bade <2036 -epo -> that he should be
examined <0426 -anetazo -> by scourging <3148 -mastix -> ;  that
he might know <1921 -epiginosko -> wherefore <3739 -hos -> they
cried <2019 -epiphoneo -> so <3779 -houto -> against <2019 -
epiphoneo -> him .

5506  ACT 022 026 When the centurion <1543 -hekatontarches ->
heard <0191 -akouo ->  [ that ]  ,  he went <4334 -proserchomai -
> and told <0518 -apaggello -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos ->
captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  saying <3004 -lego -> ,  Take
heed <3708 -horao -> what <5101 -tis -> thou doest <4160 -poieo -
> :  for this <3778 -houtos -> man <0444 -anthropos -> is a
Roman <4514 -Rhomaios -> .

5506  ACT 022 026 When the centurion <1543 -hekatontarches ->
heard <0191 -akouo ->  [ that ]  ,  he went <4334 -proserchomai -
> and told <0518 -apaggello -> the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos ->
captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  saying <3004 -lego -> ,  Take
heed <3708 -horao -> what <5101 -tis -> thou doest <4160 -poieo -
> :  for this <3778 -houtos -> man <0444 -anthropos -> is a
Roman <4514 -Rhomaios -> .

5506  ACT 022 027 Then <1161 -de -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos
-> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> came <4334 -proserchomai -> ,
 and said <2036 -epo -> unto him ,  Tell <3004 -lego -> me ,  
art <1488 -ei -> thou a Roman <4514 -Rhomaios -> ?  He said
<5346 -phemi -> ,  Yea <3483 -nai -> .

5506  ACT 022 027 Then <1161 -de -> the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> came <4334 -
proserchomai -> ,  and said <2036 -epo -> unto him ,  Tell <3004
-lego -> me ,  art <1488 -ei -> thou a Roman <4514 -Rhomaios ->
?  He said <5346 -phemi -> ,  Yea <3483 -nai -> .

5506  ACT 022 028 And the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain
<{5506} -chiliarchos -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> ,  With a
great <4183 -polus -> sum <2774 -kephalaion -> obtained <2932 -
ktaomai -> I this <5026 -taute -> freedom <4174 -politeia -> .  
And Paul <3972 -Paulos -> said <5346 -phemi -> ,  But I was  [
free ]  born <1080 -gennao -> .

5506  ACT 022 028 And the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain
<5506 -chiliarchos -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> ,  With a
great <4183 -polus -> sum <2774 -kephalaion -> obtained <2932 -
ktaomai -> I this <5026 -taute -> freedom <4174 -politeia -> .  
And Paul <3972 -Paulos -> said <5346 -phemi -> ,  But I was  [
free ]  born <1080 -gennao -> .

5506  ACT 022 029 Then <3767 -oun -> straightway <2112 -eutheos -
> they departed <0868 -aphistemi -> from him which <3588 -ho ->
should <3195 -mello -> have examined <0426 -anetazo -> him :  
and the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos
-> also <2532 -kai -> was afraid <5399 -phobeo -> ,  after he
knew <1921 -epiginosko -> that he was a Roman <4514 -Rhomaios ->
,  and because <3754 -hoti -> he had bound <1210 -deo -> him .

5506  ACT 022 029 Then <3767 -oun -> straightway <2112 -eutheos -
> they departed <0868 -aphistemi -> from him which <3588 -ho ->
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should <3195 -mello -> have examined <0426 -anetazo -> him :  
and the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos
-> also <2532 -kai -> was afraid <5399 -phobeo -> ,  after he
knew <1921 -epiginosko -> that he was a Roman <4514 -Rhomaios ->
,  and because <3754 -hoti -> he had bound <1210 -deo -> him .

5506  ACT 023 010 And when there arose <1096 -ginomai -> a great
<4183 -polus -> dissension <4714 -stasis -> ,  the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  fearing <2125 -
eulabeomai -> lest <3361 -me -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> should
have been pulled <1288 -diaspao -> in pieces <1288 -diaspao ->
of them ,  commanded <2753 -keleuo -> the soldiers <4753 -
strateuma -> to go <2597 -katabaino -> down <2597 -katabaino -> ,
  and to take <0726 -harpazo -> him by force <0726 -harpazo ->
from among <3319 -mesos -> them ,  and to bring <0071 -ago ->  [
him ]  into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -parembole -> .

5506  ACT 023 010 And when there arose <1096 -ginomai -> a great
<4183 -polus -> dissension <4714 -stasis -> ,  the chief <{5506}
-chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  fearing <2125 -
eulabeomai -> lest <3361 -me -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> should
have been pulled <1288 -diaspao -> in pieces <1288 -diaspao ->
of them ,  commanded <2753 -keleuo -> the soldiers <4753 -
strateuma -> to go <2597 -katabaino -> down <2597 -katabaino -> ,
  and to take <0726 -harpazo -> him by force <0726 -harpazo ->
from among <3319 -mesos -> them ,  and to bring <0071 -ago ->  [
him ]  into <1519 -eis -> the castle <3925 -parembole -> .

5506  ACT 023 015 Now <3568 -nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> ye
with the council <4892 -sunedrion -> signify <1718 -emphanizo ->
to the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -
> that he bring <2609 -katago -> him down <2609 -katago -> unto
you to morrow <0839 -aurion -> ,  as though ye would <3195 -
mello -> enquire <1231 -diaginosko -> something more <0197 -
akribesteron -> perfectly <0197 -akribesteron -> concerning
<4012 -peri -> him :  and we ,  or <4253 -pro -> ever <4253 -pro
-> he come <1448 -eggizo -> near <1448 -eggizo -> ,  are ready
<2092 -hetoimos -> to kill <0337 -anaireo -> him .

5506  ACT 023 015 Now <3568 -nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> ye
with the council <4892 -sunedrion -> signify <1718 -emphanizo ->
to the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -
> that he bring <2609 -katago -> him down <2609 -katago -> unto
you to morrow <0839 -aurion -> ,  as though ye would <3195 -
mello -> enquire <1231 -diaginosko -> something more <0197 -
akribesteron -> perfectly <0197 -akribesteron -> concerning
<4012 -peri -> him :  and we ,  or <4253 -pro -> ever <4253 -pro
-> he come <1448 -eggizo -> near <1448 -eggizo -> ,  are ready
<2092 -hetoimos -> to kill <0337 -anaireo -> him .

5506  ACT 023 017 Then <1161 -de -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> called
<4341 -proskaleomai -> one <1520 -heis -> of the centurions
<1543 -hekatontarches -> unto  [ him ]  ,  and said <5346 -phemi
-> ,  Bring <0520 -apago -> this <5126 -touton -> young <3494 -
neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -> unto the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> :  for he hath
<2192 -echo -> a certain <5100 -tis -> thing to tell <0518 -
apaggello -> him .

5506  ACT 023 017 Then <1161 -de -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> called
<4341 -proskaleomai -> one <1520 -heis -> of the centurions
<1543 -hekatontarches -> unto  [ him ]  ,  and said <5346 -phemi
-> ,  Bring <0520 -apago -> this <5126 -touton -> young <3494 -
neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -> unto the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> :  for he hath
<2192 -echo -> a certain <5100 -tis -> thing to tell <0518 -
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apaggello -> him .

5506  ACT 023 018 So <3767 -oun -> he took <3880 -paralambano ->
him ,  and brought <0071 -ago ->  [ him ]  to the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  and said <5346
-phemi -> ,  Paul <3972 -Paulos -> the prisoner <1198 -desmios -
> called <4341 -proskaleomai -> me unto  [ him ]  ,  and prayed
<2065 -erotao -> me to bring <0071 -ago -> this <5126 -touton ->
young <3494 -neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -> unto thee ,  who
hath <2192 -echo -> something <5100 -tis -> to say <2980 -laleo -
> unto thee .

5506  ACT 023 018 So <3767 -oun -> he took <3880 -paralambano ->
him ,  and brought <0071 -ago ->  [ him ]  to the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  and said <5346 -
phemi -> ,  Paul <3972 -Paulos -> the prisoner <1198 -desmios ->
called <4341 -proskaleomai -> me unto  [ him ]  ,  and prayed
<2065 -erotao -> me to bring <0071 -ago -> this <5126 -touton ->
young <3494 -neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -> unto thee ,  who
hath <2192 -echo -> something <5100 -tis -> to say <2980 -laleo -
> unto thee .

5506  ACT 023 019 Then <1161 -de -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos
-> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> took <1949 -epilambanomai ->
him by the hand <5495 -cheir -> ,  and went <0402 -anachoreo ->  
[ with him ]  aside <0402 -anachoreo -> privately <2398 -idios -
> ,  and asked <2065 -erotao ->  [ him ]  ,  What <5101 -tis ->
is that thou hast <2192 -echo -> to tell <0518 -apaggello -> me ?

5506  ACT 023 019 Then <1161 -de -> the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> took <1949 -
epilambanomai -> him by the hand <5495 -cheir -> ,  and went
<0402 -anachoreo ->  [ with him ]  aside <0402 -anachoreo ->
privately <2398 -idios -> ,  and asked <2065 -erotao ->  [ him ]
 ,  What <5101 -tis -> is that thou hast <2192 -echo -> to tell
<0518 -apaggello -> me ?

5506  ACT 023 022 So <3767 -oun -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -
> captain <{5506} -chiliarchos ->  [ then ]  let <0630 -apoluo -
> the young <3494 -neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -> depart <0630
-apoluo -> ,  and charged <3853 -paraggello ->  [ him ,  See
thou ]  tell <1583 -eklaleo -> no <3367 -medeis -> man <3367 -
medeis -> that thou hast shewed <1718 -emphanizo -> these <5023 -
tauta -> things to me .

5506  ACT 023 022 So <3767 -oun -> the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos ->  [ then ]  let
<0630 -apoluo -> the young <3494 -neanias -> man <3494 -neanias -
> depart <0630 -apoluo -> ,  and charged <3853 -paraggello ->  [
him ,  See thou ]  tell <1583 -eklaleo -> no <3367 -medeis ->
man <3367 -medeis -> that thou hast shewed <1718 -emphanizo ->
these <5023 -tauta -> things to me .

5506  ACT 024 007 But the chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain
<{5506} -chiliarchos -> Lysias <3079 -Lusias -> came <3928 -
parerchomai ->  [ upon us ]  ,  and with great <4183 -polus ->
violence <0970 -bia -> took <0520 -apago ->  [ him ]  away <0520
-apago -> out of our hands <5495 -cheir -> ,

5506  ACT 024 007 But the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -> captain
<5506 -chiliarchos -> Lysias <3079 -Lusias -> came <3928 -
parerchomai ->  [ upon us ]  ,  and with great <4183 -polus ->
violence <0970 -bia -> took <0520 -apago ->  [ him ]  away <0520
-apago -> out of our hands <5495 -cheir -> ,

5506  ACT 024 022 .  And when Felix <5344 -Phelix -> heard <0191
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-akouo -> these <5023 -tauta -> things ,  having more <0197 -
akribesteron -> perfect <0197 -akribesteron -> knowledge <1492 -
eido -> of  [ that ]  way <3598 -hodos -> ,  he deferred <0306 -
anaballomai -> them ,  and said <2036 -epo -> ,  When <3752 -
hotan -> Lysias <3079 -Lusias -> the chief <5506 -chiliarchos ->
captain <{5506} -chiliarchos -> shall come <2597 -katabaino ->
down <2597 -katabaino -> ,  I will know <1231 -diaginosko -> the
uttermost <2556 -kakos -> of your <5209 -humas -> matter <2596 -
kata -> .

5506  ACT 024 022 .  And when Felix <5344 -Phelix -> heard <0191
-akouo -> these <5023 -tauta -> things ,  having more <0197 -
akribesteron -> perfect <0197 -akribesteron -> knowledge <1492 -
eido -> of  [ that ]  way <3598 -hodos -> ,  he deferred <0306 -
anaballomai -> them ,  and said <2036 -epo -> ,  When <3752 -
hotan -> Lysias <3079 -Lusias -> the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos -
> captain <5506 -chiliarchos -> shall come <2597 -katabaino ->
down <2597 -katabaino -> ,  I will know <1231 -diaginosko -> the
uttermost <2556 -kakos -> of your <5209 -humas -> matter <2596 -
kata -> .

5506  ACT 025 023 And on the morrow <1887 -epaurion -> ,  when
Agrippa <0067 -Agrippas -> was come <2064 -erchomai -> ,  and
Bernice <0959 -Bernike -> ,  with great <4183 -polus -> pomp
<5325 -phantasia -> ,  and was entered <1525 -eiserchomai ->
into <1519 -eis -> the place <0201 -akroaterion -> of hearing
<0201 -akroaterion -> ,  with the chief <5506 -chiliarchos ->
captains <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  and principal <1851 -exoche -
> men <0435 -aner -> of the city <4172 -polis -> ,  at Festus
<5347 -Phestos ->  commandment <2753 -keleuo -> Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> was brought <0071 -ago -> forth .

5506  ACT 025 023 And on the morrow <1887 -epaurion -> ,  when
Agrippa <0067 -Agrippas -> was come <2064 -erchomai -> ,  and
Bernice <0959 -Bernike -> ,  with great <4183 -polus -> pomp
<5325 -phantasia -> ,  and was entered <1525 -eiserchomai ->
into <1519 -eis -> the place <0201 -akroaterion -> of hearing
<0201 -akroaterion -> ,  with the chief <{5506} -chiliarchos ->
captains <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  and principal <1851 -exoche ->
men <0435 -aner -> of the city <4172 -polis -> ,  at Festus
<5347 -Phestos ->  commandment <2753 -keleuo -> Paul <3972 -
Paulos -> was brought <0071 -ago -> forth .

5506  REV 006 015 And the kings <0935 -basileus -> of the earth
<1093 -ge -> ,  and the great <3175 -megistanes -> men ,  and
the rich <4145 -plousios -> men ,  and the chief <5506 -
chiliarchos -> captains <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  and the
mighty <1415 -dunatos -> men ,  and every <3956 -pas -> bondman
<1401 -doulos -> ,  and every <3956 -pas -> free <1658 -
eleutheros -> man ,  hid <2928 -krupto -> themselves <1438 -
heautou -> in the dens <4693 -spelaion -> and in the rocks <4073
-petra -> of the mountains <3735 -oros -> ;

5506  REV 006 015 And the kings <0935 -basileus -> of the earth
<1093 -ge -> ,  and the great <3175 -megistanes -> men ,  and
the rich <4145 -plousios -> men ,  and the chief <{5506} -
chiliarchos -> captains <5506 -chiliarchos -> ,  and the mighty
<1415 -dunatos -> men ,  and every <3956 -pas -> bondman <1401 -
doulos -> ,  and every <3956 -pas -> free <1658 -eleutheros ->
man ,  hid <2928 -krupto -> themselves <1438 -heautou -> in the
dens <4693 -spelaion -> and in the rocks <4073 -petra -> of the
mountains <3735 -oros -> ;

5506  REV 019 018 That ye may eat <5315 -phago -> the flesh
<4561 -sarx -> of kings <0935 -basileus -> ,  and the flesh
<4561 -sarx -> of captains <{5506} -chiliarchos -> ,  and the
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flesh <4561 -sarx -> of mighty <2478 -ischuros -> men ,  and the
flesh <4561 -sarx -> of horses <2462 -hippos -> ,  and of them
that sit <2521 -kathemai -> on <1909 -epi -> them ,  and the
flesh <4561 -sarx -> of all <3956 -pas ->  [ men ,  both <5037 -
te -> ]  free <1658 -eleutheros -> and bond <1401 -doulos -> ,  
both <2532 -kai -> small <3398 -mikros -> and great <3173 -megas
-> .

 

~~~~~~

  chilioi 5507 -- thousand.

* thousand , 1367 , 3461 , 3463 , 4000 , 5070 , 5153 , 5505 ,
5507 ,

 

~~~~~~

   captain 5506 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  captain 5506 # chiliarchos {khil-ee'-ar-khos}; from 5507 and
757; the commander of a thousand soldiers ("chiliarch"}; i.e.
colonel: -- (chief, high) {captain}.[ql

  chief 5506 # chiliarchos {khil-ee'-ar-khos}; from 5507 and 757;
 the commander of a thousand soldiers ("chiliarch"}; i.e.
colonel: -- ({chief}, high) captain.[ql

  five 4000 # pentakischilioi {pen-tak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from
3999 and 5507; five times a thousand: -- {five} thousand.[ql

  four 5070 # tetrakischilioi {tet-rak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from the
multiplicative adverb of 5064 and 5507; four times a thousand: --
 {four} thousand.[ql

  high 5506 # chiliarchos {khil-ee'-ar-khos}; from 5507 and 757;
the commander of a thousand soldiers ("chiliarch"}; i.e. colonel:
 -- (chief, {high}) captain.[ql

  seven 2035 # heptakischilioi {hep-tak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from
2034 and 5507; seven times a thousand: -- {seven} thousand.[ql

  thousand 1367 # dischilioi {dis-khil'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and
5507; two thousand: -- two {thousand}.[ql

  thousand 2035 # heptakischilioi {hep-tak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from
2034 and 5507; seven times a thousand: -- seven {thousand}.[ql

  thousand 4000 # pentakischilioi {pen-tak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from
3999 and 5507; five times a thousand: -- five {thousand}.[ql

  thousand 5070 # tetrakischilioi {tet-rak-is-khil'-ee-oy}; from
the multiplicative adverb of 5064 and 5507; four times a
thousand: -- four {thousand}.[ql

  thousand 5153 # trischilioi {tris-khil'-ee-oy}; from 5151 and
5507; three times a thousand: -- three {thousand}.[ql
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  thousand 5505 # chilias {khil-ee-as'}; from 5507; one thousand
("chiliad"): -- {thousand}.[ql

  thousand 5507 # chilioi {khil'-ee-oy}; plural of uncertain
affinity; a thousand: -- {thousand}.[ql

  three 5153 # trischilioi {tris-khil'-ee-oy}; from 5151 and
5507; three times a thousand: -- {three} thousand.[ql

  two 1367 # dischilioi {dis-khil'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and 5507;
two thousand: -- {two} thousand.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5507. Cross Reference Study

5507.

5507 chilioi  * thousand , 1367 dischilioi  , 3461 murias  ,
3463 murioi  , 4000 pentakischilioi  , 5070 tetrakischilioi  ,
5153 trischilioi  , 5505 chilias  , {5507 chilioi } ,

 

~~~~~~

 5507 - chilioi -  2Pe 03:08 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  2Pe 03:08 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 11:03 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 12:06 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 14:20 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:04 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:05 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:06 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:07 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:03 thousand

5507 - chilioi -  Rev 20:02 thousand
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